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Thethird hypervariable domain of the HIV-1 gp120envelope protein (V3)has been the

focus of intensive sequencing efforts. To date, nearly one thousand V3 loop sequences have

been stored in the HIV sequence database (Myers et al., 1991). Studies have revealed that

the V3 loop elicits potent typespecific immune responses, and that it plays a significant

role in cell tropism and fusion (Myers et al., 1991; see section 111 for references to biological

features of the V3 loop, defined epitopes wit$in the loop, and specific sequence data sets).

The immunogenic tip of the loop can serve as a type-specific neutralizing antibody ep!tope, as

well as a cytotoxic T-cell epitope. A helper T-cell epitope that lies within the amino terminal

half of the V3 loop has also been characterized. Despite the richness of the immunologic

re’.ponse to this region, its potential for variation makm it an elusive target for vaccine desigl].

Analyses of sibli,.g sequence sets (sets of viral sequences derived from one person) show that

multiple forms of the immunogenic tip of the loop ar= found within most HIV” 1 infected

individuals, iiral V3 sequences obtained from epidemiologically unlinked individuals from

North America and Europe show extensive variation. However, some amino acid positions

distributed throughout the V3 loop are highly conserved, and there is also conservation of
.

the charge clkqs of amino acid Rble to ocrupy certain positims relative to the tip of the loop.

By contrast, the mquencea obtained from many countries throughout tlit~ African cmntimnt

rmwal that V3 is a renmrkmbly fluid region with fcw ahdutc constraints on tlw nnturr of thr

nmino arids that can occupy most positicm in llw loop, Thr high dcgI er of hrtrrogmmify in

thin region is particularly striking in virw ~f its contribution to I)iolagirnlly imporlnn[. viral

functions,
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Vt) Loop Variation in American, European and African Sequences

V3 loop amino uid aequen= obtahd from N. Ameriu and Europe, while quite variable,

nonetbelem show amino acid conservation in certain positions in an alignment (Figure 1).

The GPGR motif, located at the tip of the loop, is found in 78% of the North Ameritan

and European sequences. It is a amponent of the defined neutralizing antibody epitopes

and cytotoxic T-all epitope, and is predicted to form ● type 11~-turn (LaRosa et al,,1990).

Among the N. American sequent-, cmservation of the propensity to form such a turn is

extremely high, even when there are variants in the precise squenw (Myers et al., 1991).

The sequences from Africa, on the other hand, show extreme variability. The range of

divergena between pairs of amino acid sequences is illustrated in Figure 2. Two histograms

(one for the African set, and one for the North Amerimn and European set) show the

oirnilarities distributions of pairwise comparisons of all sequent- within each set, Among

the African oet, radically divergent V3 sequences that share M few as 20% of their amino acids

can

and

and

~ite

be found, with an average similarity of 59% between Sequent=, in the North American

European set, by contr~t, the most divergent isolate share 44% of their amino acids,

the average similarity it 77%. The frquency of the most common ●mino ●cid at a giuen

in the Africw alignment is generally leas than the frequency of the corresponding most

common amino acid in the North American and European alignment (Figure 1). GPGQ,

not GPGR, ia the most common amino acid motif found at the tip of the loop in African

sequences, and this sequence is also predictd to form a type If /l”turn, However, CLGQ is

common in squencm from all over Africa, and it in not prdicted to form ● type 11 ~-turn, If
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the North Arncrican and European amino acids found at given positions in the alignment are

grouped into classes bzsed on cbemic.al similarities (Smith and Smith, 1990) an amino acid

ck that encompass= most of the range of amino acids at a given position an usually be

discerned (Figure 3). For most positions in the V3 ioop in the Afrian squence alignment,

no such amino acid class covering pattern can be obtaind (the only exceptions are the sites

proximal to the perfectly conserved cysteines at either boundary of the loop, and a single

site ~t the tip (Figure 3)).

Intrapatient Viral sequence variation in the V3 loop

Man:’ of tbe V3 squenc.es in the sets described above are generakl through PCR am-

plification of viral DNA from peripheral mononuclear cells, and subsequent squencing of

multiple virai variants from a single individual. Such viral sibling sets tend to be more

closely related to each other than to other non-epiderniologically linkd squenc~ from the

general population (Balfe et al., 1990), and often contain multiple sequenms that are virtu-

ally identical throughout the V3 loop (Myers et al., 1991). Despite this tendency towards

conservation relative to the population as a whole, examination of large sibling squence

sets (from four to fifty V3 squenc= per person) reveals that most infected individuals catry

viruses which vary in the immunogenic tip of the loop and its neighboring positions. These

positions comprise the principal neutralizing ~:11ibody sites and a cytotoxic T.cell epitope,

lntrapatient variation in viral V3 sequences is extended by sequencing samples derivd

from brain biopsy as well as from peripheral blood, Pairwise similarity comparisons (dis-

counting gapb inserted to maintain alignment) of multiple nucleotide sequences de-ived



from eimultanamdy taken blood and brain samples from thr= patients illustrate this point

(Wolinsky et al., 1991a). From 972 pairwise comparisons of viral sibling ~uen- from the

blood of three patients, the median similarity between sibling sequen= WM found to be

95%, and the interquartile range of similaritia was 93-97%. On the other hand, a compari-

son of intrapatient seq~ences derived from the blood with sequences derived from the brain

(1153 comparisons) yielded a median similarity of 92% with an interquartile range of 90-94%.

Therefore, at le=t in the thr= patients sampled, inclusion of brain s~uen= as well as blood

sequences in sibling sets significantly increased the overall intrapatient heterogeneity of V3

sequences.

Multiple V3 sequences from thr= mother-infant transmission pairs have been examined

to investigate perinatal HIV-1 infection (M”olinsky et al., 1991 b). Three interesting features

of the sequences obtained frcm the infants soon after birth suggest that selection plays an

important role in determining which viral forms from the mother are transmittal to her

baby. First, the V3 loop sequences derived from a given infant are far more homogenmus

than those derived from its mother. Second, in two of the three mother. infant pairs, an

unusual form of the virus from the mother is the prdom.irmnt form in the infant. And third,

a highly conserved glycosylation site, present in most infected individuals and some of the

sequences from each of the mothers, was absent in all of the sequent= from the infants.

Taken together, these results Yuggest that only a small subset of sequenc~ are successfully

transmitted from mother to infant. Alternative selective processes may determine which of

the viruses are transmitted: the mother’s immune response may inhibit transfer of some of
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the viral forms, cell tropism may dictate which forms are transferred across the placenta, or

viral replication rates may ~use certain forms to prevail in the infant.

Summary

In general, the high degree of variability sewn‘n the V3 loop makes it a difficult target for

vaccine design. As evidenced by the extraordinary degree of heterogeneity in this region, it

is apparent that the viral envelope can successfully adopt many unique and highly divergent

V3 sequen- variants. Sufficient variation in the V3 region exists within individuals such that

a type-specific vaccine designd to trigger an immune r=ponse to the most uxnrnon forms

of V3 may select unusual forms from the pool of variants which coexist in an individual.

However, because of the biological significmw of this region in terms of viral tropism and

fusion, there are probably patterns of variation and structural elements within the V3 loop

that are conserved despite overall sequence variation. A new direction we are exploring looks

fo~ positions which m-vary, and thus show evolutionary interdependent. We have begun

such analyses considering the very large database of V3 sequen=, as well as the smaller set

of complete envelope sequenws, which allows us to study V3 variation in the context of the

intict ●nv protein.
i
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Figure Legendo

1. W loop amino acid consensus sequences. The most uxrwnon amino uid found

in each position in the V3 loop is shown; the frequency with which it oaurs is given M

a percentage dirdy below the amino acid. (Note the generally lower f:quenci= in the

African set.) Sites where only small fraction of sequences have inserted amino acids, and

most squenas have only gaps which were included to maintain the alignment, are not

shown. The average length of the V3 100p is 35 amino acids; the range of the Afrimn set

is 30 to 40 amino acids. Positions where the most ummon amino acid in the African set

differs from the North American and Europ=n set are framed by a darkened box. The data

sets used for these consensus sequences are comprisd of only unique V3 sequen= from any

given individual. There are 551 sequences included in the North American and European

set, and 108 sequences in the African data set (Myers et al., 1991)

2. Histograms illustrating the range of divergence in W loop amino ●cid se

quences. Pairwise comparisons were made to determine the ●xtent of sequence similarity

(discounting gaps inserted to maintain the ●ligament) bet=n all V3 ~uences in each of

the data sets describd in Figure 1. The similtuity score for each pair of quences w-is

rounded off to the nearest percentage, ●nd the number of comparisons with that smre was

tallied. The histograms plot the percent similarity versus the fraction of the total number

of ~mparisons which had that similarity. 9180 comparisons were made between Afric~

sequences to generate the histogram 011 the left; 134,421 comparisons were made for the

North American and European set shown on the right. The highest simhrity scorescan be
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generally be attributed to comparisons of unique but similar V3 sequen~ from intrapatient

aequena sets.

S. Amino acid class covering patterns for V3 loop sequences. A. Amino acid

classifhtion scheme used to group amino acids by chemical properties (Smith and Smith,

1990, and Myers et al., 1991). The character “g” is written when a gap occurs in a given

position. B. Amino acid class revering patterns for 95% of the amino acids at any given

site in the alignments described in Figure 1. 95’?o w= us~:d rather than 100% to allow for

minor discrepancies due to sequencing error, sequencing or biologically inactive clones, or

sub-optimal alignments. Directly beneath the class covering pattern is a column of atino

acids which can occupy each positior,, from most common to least mmmon, such that 9590

of the amino acids are accounted for in each site,
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V3 consensus sequence, North America and Euiw:

CT RPNNNTRKSI HIGPGRAFYTTGEIIGDI RQAHC
1008799988593949488756494457695979986867682 W8875 32958198849498811 ~S99

Africa:

CT RP~NNTR EE3iHlMIGPG~A FYTTG~IIGDIRQAHC
1UJ6294100 6252516080 393544 377290399275694281468244 275644 ~60857069946710t
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~= pattern fof > 95$X0of sequences, North America and Europe-—

CXRPrrrj rpXa Xch PGp XfXj Xgg IgGlc RpAe C
T NNNTRKSIHIG RAF YTTGEIDIQ H
I ST TAKRGVPMA KVIHAA--DVNMK Y

SQRNL QTWV IEQT R
T VF RK R--
R L RK
s DA
Y N

H
--

AAw paltefn for > 95% of ~UiXICeS, Africa:—

CXRPXXg XXggg XX XX Xpg XX XXgg XgXXg Xpje C
T YNNTRQRTRIGPGQA FYTTGKIIGDIRQAH

s NKKIIKSIPRKSKR TLHAY-DTTRYTGK PY

I SR -- KKRNVHM L KVYQRIKRKVKNMK R

GYSMST K--SF Q -- WV KS NNGR NV--
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